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Abstract 

The influence of silane treated nano zinc oxide (nZnO) on the protection, photocatalytic 

properties and interfacial interactions in acrylic/carbon steel systems was investigated. For this 

purpose, nZnO particles have been synthesized using microwave irradiation method. The 

morphology of synthesized zinc oxide nanoparticles was studied by scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). The nZnO were treated by 3(2-amino ethyl amino) propyl trimethoxysilane. 

Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and thermogravimetry (TGA) techniques have 

been used to prove success of nZnO surface treatment. In the next step, nanocomposites were 

prepared and coated on carbon steel by dip-coating method. Corrosion resistances of coatings 

were evaluated by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Field emission scanning 

electron microscopy (FE-SEM) has been carried out to study morphology of cross section of 

films. Moreover, to study the hydrophillicity and photocatalytic properties of coating surface, 

contact angle of the nanocomposites coating surface have been measured. Finally interfacial 

adhesion and their mechanisms have been studied by molecular dynamics (MD) and first 

principle quantum mechanics (QM) simulation method.

Keywords: Self-cleaning; Zinc oxide; Simulation; nanocomposite; surface treatment; acrylic.  



1. Introduction

Photocatalysis and related research topics' popularity is growing while the technologies applied 

to natural remediation, clean chemical synthesis and solar energy conversion process[1] are 

currently areas which have a chance for improvement. Photocatalytic reactions occur when a 

particle absorbs a photon equal or more energetic than its band gap. In this situation, an electron 

from the valence band (VB) excited to conduction band (CB) creating a hole-electron pair. This 

hole-electron pair is able to start oxidation and reduction processes[2]. In order to have 

photocatalytic surfaces we need to use photocatalytic materials such as TiO2, Fe2O3, WO3 and 

ZnO. ZnO based on its unique properties such as high chemical stability[3], broad range of 

radiation absorption[4], biocompatibility, biodegradability[5] etc. is a good material to use in 

self-cleaning surfaces[6, 7], corrosion-resistant coatings[8-10], and electrostatic coatings[11].

The final properties of composite coatings are strongly dependent on the particle size, the quality 

extent of dispersion as well as particle/matrix interaction [12]. Reducing the particle size to the 

nano scale may lead to serious challenges to obtain homogenous dispersion. This can be 

attributed to the lack of affinity between the nano particle/polymer interfacial contact areas. 

Controlling the surface chemistry and functional groups by surface treatment is a critical issue 

for nanoparticles and their interactions [13]. Chen et al prepared nano zinc oxide then treated 

with aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTS) and stearic acid, where they found that dispersion and 

long-term stability of modified ZnO in organic solvents were improved[14].

Utilization of organic coating on metal substrate is one of the common methods to corrosion 

protection of metals.  Although organic coatings are an effective and economic solution, 

diffusion of corrosive agents and hydrolytic degradation are their main weakness, limiting the 

amount of time they can protect metals [15]. In order to address this issue, the addition of nano 



particles such as TiO2, Fe2O3 and ZnO into organic coating were considered[16]. Therefore, the 

addition of ZnO not only helps assist photocatalytic properties, but also improves the protective 

performance of coatings. Effect of zinc oxide on protective performance of coatings has been 

studied in many researches. Ye et al investigated the effect of nZnO on corrosion resistance of 

polyurethane [17]. They reported that nZnO improved the anti-corrosion properties of 

polyurethane coating for the stainless steel substrate. In another research Dhoke and et al studied 

the effect of nano-ZnO particles on the corrosion behavior of alkyd-based waterborne coatings 

[8]. They results showed that, with increase in the concentration of nano-ZnO there was an 

improvement in the corrosion resistance, UV resistance and mechanical properties of the alkyd-

based coatings on mild steel substrate. The same results reported by Rashvand and Ranjbar for 

polyurethane-based waterborne coatings [18]. Kathalewar et al modified ZnO by cyclic 

carbonate functional trialkoxy silane and added into the polyurethane matrix [19]. They showed 

that the surface modification of ZnO caused to improvement in corrosion performance 

properties. 

The aim of this work is to study the effect of silane as a surface modifier and an enhancer of 

properties in acrylic/treated ZnO nanocomposite. For this purpose nanoparticles were treated 

with Silane coupling agent. The modified nano zinc oxide was characterized by FTIR and TGA 

Techniques. Modified zinc oxide dispersed in acrylic resin made up the nanocomposite applied 

on carbon steel substrate. Subsequently the protection properties and photocatalytic activity were 

studied. To understand the experimental observation of the interaction of acrylic, melamine and 

nano zinc oxide, molecular dynamic simulation and mechanic quantum have been carried out 

subsequently. 



2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials

Zinc acetate, ammonia solution (25% w/w), were purchased from Chem. Lab. The acrylic resin 

was cured with melamine resin prepared from Alvan paint Co. and surface modifier, [3-(2-

aminoethylamino) propyl] trimethoxysilane provided from Sigma Aldrich. Silane coupling agent 

with amine functional group (Figure 1) had been chosen as surface modifier. The amine 

functional groups can assist dispersion of nZnO in acrylic melamine system via interfacial 

interactions between hydroxyl and amine groups shown in figure 1. All materials were used 

without extra purification.

(a)



(b)

Figure 1. (a) Curing mechanism of acrylic acid by melamine and (b) Silane coupling agent: [3-
(2-aminoethylamino) propyl] trimethoxysilane

2.2. Synthesis of ZnO

ZnO nano particles were prepared as follows: 10 ml of 1 mol.L-1 Zinc Acetate was mixed with 

10 ml of ammonia and 230 ml distilled water. Next the solution was put in a microwave oven 

with 180 watts of power for 30 min. In the next step the obtained nano particles were filtered and 

washed three times with distilled water and finally dried for 24 hours at 50° C.

2.4. Modification of nano zinc oxide

For the surface modification of ZnO with silane coupling agent, 1 gr of ZnO nano particles were 

added to 100 ml distilled water, stirred 10 minutes and ultrasonicated 20 min. In the next step, 

the solution was stirred and heated until reaching 60° C. Afterwards, 1 ml silane was added drop 

wisely to the solution while it was stirred simultaneously. After 1 hour nano particles were 

washed and separated by centrifugation. Finally, modified nano ZnO was dried at 50°C for 4 

hours in a vacuum oven.

2.5. Sample preparation

Nanocomposite acrylic coatings with different composition of modified ZnO (Table 1) were 

prepared by the following procedure: first treated nano zinc oxide was dispersed in solvent by 20 



minutes sonication at room temperature. Then acrylic resin was added to the prepared solution 

and mixed with a mechanical stirrer to achieve homogeneous suspension and subjected to 

vacuum. 

Table 1. Sample composition
Sample Name ZnO (%) Acrylic 

resin(gr)
Melamine 
resin(gr)

Solvent(gr)

NCZn.0 0 27 12.5 30

NCZn.0.3 0.3 27 12.5 30

NCZn.1 1 27 12.5 30

NCZn.5 5 27 12.5 30

NCZn.15 15 27 12.5 30

Subsequently melamine as an acrylic hardener was added and mixed thoroughly. Next, the 

prepared nanocomposites were coated on the surface of carbon steel by deep coating. The 

surfaces of carbon steel were abraded with abrasive papers of 80, 150, 220, 400, 500 and 1000 

grit size. Finally prepared coatings were cured at 80 degrees C for 2 hours. The resulting 

thickness of the dried film thickness was 22 ±2 µm.

2.6. Experimental characterization 

To study morphology of the synthesized nanoparticles and to prove the nanoscale dimension of 

particles in the coatings, field emission scanning electron microscopy was carried out using 

JEOL JSM-7000F FE-SEM. Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy was performed by PEIR 

SPECTRUM ASCII PEDS1.60 in the 400-4000 cm-1 region to study the interactions between 

silane and ZnO. To investigate the heat stability, thermogravimetric analysis was done using 

Shimadzu TGA-50 (Japan) with 10°C/min heating rate in nitrogen atmosphere from room 



temperature to 600°C. The photocatalytic activity was evaluated using an OCA15 plus-

Dataphysics under UV light irradiation by the stearic acid method. The hydrophillicity behavior 

of nanocomposites was measured by contact angle of water droplets. The electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy was done to study the anticorrosion performance of the nanocomposite 

system. The electrochemical measurements were carried out on an IVIUMSTAT-Vertex at open 

circuit potential (OCP) in 3.5 % NaCl aqueous solution within the frequency range of 0.01 to 

100000 Hz. 

2.7. Details of theoretical studies

2.7.1. Quantum mechanics calculations

In order to get electronic-level insight into our experimental observations quantum mechanics 

(QM) calculations were performed for methacrylic acid, melamine and 3-(2-

aminoethylamino)propyltrimethoxysilane. These calculations were specifically carried out to 

examine the active sites of these molecules responsible for their adsorption onto metal oxide 

substrates. Figure 2 illustrates the molecular structure of methacrylic acid, melamine and 

trimethoxysilane. For QM calculations of these three molecules, first their geometries were 

optimized using Hartree-Fock (HF) theory applying the 6-31G(d,p) basis set [20]. The optimized 

geometries derived from HF calculation were then further refined by density functional theory 

(DFT) [21, 22] with the use of B3LYP functional for the computation of exchange-correlation 

interactions. DFT calculations were conducted initially with the 6-31G (d,p) basis function and 

then with a larger 6-311G (d,p) one [23-25]. All these HF and DFT computations performed 

using the Gaussian 09 package [26]. The methacrylic acid, melamine and rimethoxysilane 

structures with optimized geometries were then applied to determine the highest occupied 

molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) as well as partial 



charges. The average partial atomic charges were calculated by making use of ChelpG method 

[27].
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Figure 2. Molecular structures of (a) methacrylic acid, (b) melamine, and (c) 3-(2-
aminoethylamino)propyltrimethoxysilane.

2.7.2. Construction of metallic substrates 
After geometry optimization of methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane using QM 

approaches the metallic substrates based on iron and zinc oxides were constructed. Three 

widespread forms of iron namely FeO (ferrous oxide), Fe2O3 (ferric oxide, hematite), and Fe3O4 

(ferrous ferric oxide, magnetite) were used here to be representative of carbon steel substrates as 

employed in previous theoretical studies [28-32]. The interactions and adsorption properties of 

methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane were examined with (100) and (110) 

crystalline surfaces in FeO & Fe3O4, and Fe2O3 respectively as these crystalline iron oxide 

surfaces proved the least lattice mismatch [33]. In case of zinc oxide (ZnO), the crystallographic 

plane ZnO (100) was chosen to assess the intermolecular interactions and adsorption properties 

of methacrylic acid, melamine hardener and trimethoxysilane. To build metal oxide substrates, 

first the surface builder module in Materials Studio software [34] was applied to cleave the 

corresponding crystalline unit cells of all three iron oxides and also zinc oxide along the 

aforementioned facets. The thickness of all cleaved surfaces was set to be about 1.5 nm. 

Subsequently, all metal oxide surfaces were periodically replicated along their surface directions. 

(a)
(b)

(c)



To apply periodic boundary conditions along all three directions, a vacuum space of 3 nm was 

placed over the enlarged iron and zinc oxide surfaces. 

2.7.3. Molecular dynamics simulations 

To study the adsorption of methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane over constructed 

iron and zinc oxide surfaces, their lowest energy geometries obtained from the last step of QM 

computations (i.e., DFT calculation at B3LYP/6-311G (d, p) level) were positioned over the FeO 

(100), Fe2O3 (110), and Fe3O4 (100), and also over the ZnO (100) substrates at larger distances 

from the surface. Then, all prepared simulation cells were optimized for 5000 steps with the use 

of Smart minimizer algorithm of For cite module available in Materials Studio software [34]. In 

the next step, the optimized cells were subjected to 500 ps MD simulations, which were 

performed in NVT ensemble at 298 K. During both static (i.e., optimization) and dynamics 

simulations all potential energy parameters except the partial atomic charges of methacrylic acid, 

melamine and trimethoxysilane molecules were taken from the COMPASS force field [35, 36]. 

The intermolecular interactions based on van der Waals (vdW) and columbic terms were 

modeled by atom-based cutoff and Ewald schemes, respectively. For the integration of Newton’s 

equation  the integrator of velocity, Verlet with 1 fs time step was utilized [37]. Also, within both 

optimization and MD simulation, the position of all metal oxide atoms namely, Fe, Zn and O was 

kept frozen at their bulk values.

3. Results and discussion

 3.1. Morphology of synthesized zinc oxide

SEM micrographs of pure ZnO are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the morphology of the 

nano particles is mainly a mixture of rod and plates, while in some parts nano particles have 

agglomerated forming star morphology based on Figure 3, rod shaped particles are more 



commonly seen. It seems that the dimension of rod shaped particles is within micrometer range 

whereas plate diameters are less than 100nm.

 

3.2. Experimental characterization of treated ZnO

3.2.1. Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

FTIR spectra of pure ZnO and modified ZnO have been showed in Figure 4. The peaks at 3235, 

1627, 1080 and 715 cm-1 are related to the –OH stretching vibration, C=O stretching vibration of 

CO2, C-N stretching vibration and N-H wag respectively [38, 39]. Farzi et al  reported that 

absorption at 941 cm-1 is devoted to the Zn-O-Si stretching vibration[40], Hong [41] and Lihitkar 

[42] also confirmed these results. So it can be concluded that the peak at 921 cm-1 is related to 

Zn-O-Si and shows the formation of covalent bonds between ZnO and silane [43]. Also the 

absorption at 1035 cm-1 can be attributed to the untreated Si-O-CH3. Thus the modification of 

ZnO by silane was successful based on the FT-IR results.

Figure 3. SEM images of nano ZnO



Figure 4. FTIR spectra of pure ZnO (Dash-Dot) and modified ZnO (solid)

3.2.2. Thermo gravimetric analysis

Figure 5 shows the TGA curves of pure ZnO and silane-grafted ZnO from room temperature to 

600°C. It can be seen that in the range of 100 to 170°C, 3.79% weight of pure ZnO is lost. 

Degradation of contaminants or evaporation of water previously adsorbed onto the surface of 

pure ZnO can be the reason of this weight loss [44, 45]. Also shown in Figure 5 is the TGA 

curve of modified ZnO which shows 11.31% weight loss that can be related to the water 

evaporation and degradation of the silane grafted on the surface of ZnO. Thus about 8% of 

modified ZnO weight loss is related to the silane coated on the surface of ZnO.



Figure 5. TGA curves of pure ZnO (a-Dash Dot) and silane-grafted ZnO (b-solid)

3.3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

Figure 6 shows the Bode, Nyquist and phase diagram of the samples after one day immersion in 

3.5 % NaCl aqueous solution. The impedance value at low frequencies |Z|0.01 is one parameter 

that is used to compare the protective performance of coatings. Figure 6.a shows that at low 

frequencies all of the samples have impedance values near 1010 Ω cm2 after one day of 

immersion which shows high initial protective performance of coatings. Figure 7 shows a 

reduction of impedance value from 1010 to 108 Ω cm2 for samples containing 5 and 15 percent of 

nZnO. Meanwhile, the phase angles shifted to higher frequencies for these samples which can 

attribute to formation of the pores in the coating due to agglomeration of nano zinc oxides and 

creating diffusion pass of electrolytes within the coating.
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Figure 6. bode (a), Nyquist (b) and phase (c) diagrams of samples after one day immersion in 
3.5 % NaCl aqueous solution
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Figure 7. Bode (a), Nyquist (b) and phase (c) diagrams of samples after 15 days of immersion in 3.5 % 
NaCl aqueous solution

Figure 8 illustrates bode and Nyquist plots of samples after 1 month of immersion into 3.5 % 

NaCl aqueous solution. Due to continuous diffusion of electrolytes into the nanocomposite 

coatings impedance values in |Z|0.01 reduced and impedance arcs became smaller as time 

continues. NCZn1 shows the highest impedance values which can be indicative of good 

dispersion of zinc oxide, which plays the role of physical barrier against the electrolyte 

penetration [9]. The sample NCZn15 displayed the lowest protection performance after 1 month 

immersion, which could be due to the tendency of nano zinc oxide particles to agglomeration in 

high concentration and the resulting formation of a pathway for corrosive agents to reach the 

metal surface[46].
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Figure 8. Bode (a), Nyquist (b) and phase (c) diagrams of samples after one month of immersion in 3.5 % 
NaCl aqueous solution

For further evaluation of protective performance of coating samples, EIS data were fitted with 

the electrical equivalent circuit shown in Figure 9. Since all Nyquist plots are characterized by 

two times constant within the whole exposure time, the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 9 has 

been used. In this model RS represents solution resistance, Rct shows charge transfer resistance, 

RC is coating resistance, CC indicates coating capacitance and Cdl refers to double-layer 

capacitance at the substrate/electrolytes interface.



Figure 9. Equivalent circuits used to model EIS data

Variations with time of the different resistant parameters are shown in figure 10. The coating 

resistance extracted from impedance spectra (Rc) showed the coating permeability against the 

electrolyte. Time dependence decrease in coating resistance can be observed for all samples that 

can be attributed to the electrolyte penetration. For NCZn1, the Rc decreased at earlier exposure 

time to reach at almost constant value in prolonged immersion. Moreover, according to the 

results in figure 10-a, NCZn1 showed the highest coating resistant. The results for coating 

capacitance confirm the trend of coating resistance which NCZn1 and NCZn15 show highest and 

lowest barrier performance respectively.

According to the results, it can be concluded that samples show two behaviors within the whole 

exposure time: drop in the coating resistance and reach to approximately constant value. 

Decrease in coating resistance at early time can be due to the pore size while reach to constant 

value can be because of the blockage of the pores over long term exposure period. The second 

time constant of Nyquist plot represents the electro chemical reaction at the metal-coating 

interface. Hereupon, Cdl and Rct can be used as an indication of reaction initiation and loss of 

adhesion at metal-coating interface.    
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Figure 10. Effect of silane treated nano zinc oxide on RC and Cc versus time. 

Figure 11 shows Rct decrease during the immersion time for all the samples. NCZn15 decreased 

rapidly which is due to agglomeration of nanoparticles. The plots also illustrate the highest 

charge transfer resistance for NCZn1 during whole immersion time. The same behavior can be 

seen in double layer capacitance results as time elapses. It can prove that the NCZn1 has the best 

protection behavior within the immersion period.
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Figure 11. Effect of silane treated nano zinc oxide on Rct and Cdl

3.4. Morphology of the fractured surface of nanocomposite coating

To clarify the protection behavior of samples subjected within a corrosive environment the 

morphology of samples were studied. Also further analysis on dispersion extent of treated nano 

particles within the nanocomposites was carried out using the EDX-mapping images. FE-SEM 

micrographs of cross sections in Figure 12-a show almost a homogenous and smooth coating for 

NCZn1 sample. Figure 12-b shows that increasing ZnO content cause to formation of rough and 

bumpy surface as well as some pinholes in NCZn5 coating samples.



a b
Figure 12. FE-SEM images of a) NCZn1, and b) NCZn5

 Figure 13 displays Zn mapping images for NCZn1 and NCZn5 Nanocomposites. Bright spots 

show Zn nanoparticles location, as expected NCZn1 illustrated a good dispersion with less 

agglomeration but NCZn5 shows in some parts nanoparticles accumulated that can create a 

pathway for electrolyte to penetrate into the coaching. 

a



b

                                        

Figure 13. EDX-mapping images of a) NCZn1, and b) NCZn5

3.5. Contact angle

Contact angle is carried out to assess the hydrophillicity of samples. The contact angle of sample 

without nanoparticles has been obtained 84° that means the surface is relatively hydrophilic 

(figure 14). Based on the contact angle results, although NCZn0.3 had no significant changes in 

contact angle, but NCZn1 shows a drop in the contact angle which can be due to the more 

changes in surface chemistry of coatings as well as the roughness of coating surface in presence 

of 1% of nano zinc oxide [47, 48]. For two other samples, NCZn5 and NCZn15, no significant 

changes can be observed that can be because of the propensity of nano particles to aggregation at 

high quantities[49]. 
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Figure 14. The contact angle of samples

3.6. Photocatalytic analysis

According to the previous results, it can be concluded that the nanocomposite sample containing 

1% of nano zinc oxide showed the best results. So, to evaluate photocatalytic activity and self-

cleaning performance, a thin layer of stearic acid coated on the surface of the NCZn1 and the 

contact angle measured at different times while the sample was under UV lights exposure. It was 

reported that in ZnO nanoparticles electrons  excited from the valence band (VB) to conduction 

band (CB) and produce a hole-electron pair if they irradiated by UV light equal or more than its 

band gap [50]. Electrons in conduction band react with O2 and produce peroxide radicals (figure 

15). The aforementioned chemical reactions are:

eˉ + O2     O•
2ˉ

     O•
2ˉ + 2 h+ + eˉ   H2O2

H2O2 + h+ + eˉ    OH• + H2O



Figure 15. Schematic interpretation of the photocatalytic mechanism of ZnO

It can be seen that hole (h+) react with H2O and produce the OH•ˉ [50]. These peroxides can 

break the C-C and C-H bonds of pollution like stearic acid on the surface and leading to CO2 and 

H2O production [51]. So, degradation of stearic acid as pollution on the surface of 

nanocomposites leads to an increase in the degree of hydrophillicity. Figure 16 illustrated 

photocatalytic activity of NCZn1 as time elapse under UV exposure. Reduction in contact angle 

under UV irradiation confirmed the photocatalytic activity of NCZn1 on the surface of 

nanocomposites coatings which can degrade the surface pollution and clean the surface. 
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Figure 16. The photocatalytic activity of NCZn1 under UV exposure

3.7. MD simulation results

The constructed initial simulation cells along with final equilibrated structures of methacrylic 

acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane molecules interacted with iron oxides surfaces of FeO 

(100), Fe2O3 (110), and Fe3O4 (100) are displayed in Figure 17. Upon comparing the initial and 

final cells it is observed that distance of adsorbing molecules with the highest layer of all three 

iron oxides decreased. Such an observation suggests the affinity of methacrylic acid, melamine 

and trimethoxysilane to bind onto the chosen crystallographic surface of iron oxides representing 

the steel sheets. From the closer examination of the final visualized snapshots it can be seen that 

the oxygen atoms in methacrylic acid, nitrogen atoms of melamine and oxygen as well as 

nitrogen atoms of trimethoxysilane pointed towards the iron oxide substrates, especially Fe2O3 

(110), and Fe3O4 (100) surfaces. Such a molecular alignment of surface-bound methacrylic acid, 

melamine and trimethoxysilane is related to the electrostatic interactions of the oxygen and 

nitrogen heteroatoms of these adhering molecules with iron atoms located at the uppermost layer 

of oxidized iron surfaces. The initial simulations along with the ultimate adsorbed configurations 



of methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane over the zinc oxide (ZnO) (100) substrate 

are depicted in Figure 18. The reduced distance of the adsorbate molecules from the outmost 

layer of zinc oxide in final snapshots in comparison with initial ones again declares the affinity 

of methacrylic acid, melamine curing agent and trimethoxysilane to attach onto the (100) plane 

within ZnO oxides crystals. 

In order to quantitatively assess the adhesion of methacrylic acid, melamine curing agent and 

trimethoxysilane group with the chosen crystallographic surfaces of iron and zinc oxides, the 

adsorption energy (ΔEads) was computed using the expression of: ΔEads = Esurface/adsorbate – (Esurface 

+ Eadsorbate). In this formula, the term Esurface/adsorbate is the potential energy of entire system (i.e., 

methacrylic acid, melamine or trimethoxysilane adsorbed to oxide surface), and Esurface and 

Eadsorbate are respectively indicative of the potential energies of the isolated metal oxide surface 

and isolated adsorbate molecule. The calculated adsorption energies of methacrylic acid, 

melamine and trimethoxysilane relevant for their ultimate cells shown in Figures 18 and 19 are 

summarized in Table 2. As listed in this table, it is noted that the adsorption energies of all three 

adsorbing molecules of methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane over all three iron 

oxides and zinc oxide are negative, quantitatively implying the adhesion propensity of these 

adsorbate molecules onto steel substrates and also zinc oxide surfaces. According to the 

tabulated ΔEads data, it is seen that the adsorption energy of these three adsorbing molecules with 

Fe2O3 (110) surface is significantly higher than those of FeO (100) and Fe3O4 (100) surfaces. 

This observation declares the stronger binding of methacrylic acid, melamine and 

trimethoxysilane with Fe2O3 (110) as compared with the other oxidized iron surfaces, which is 

attributed to strengthened electrostatic interactions of O and N atoms with surface iron atoms of 

Fe2O3 oxide. 
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 Figure 17. The initial and final structures of methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane 
over FeO (100), Fe2O3 (110) and Fe3O4 (100) surfaces.
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Figure 18. The initial and final structures of methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane 
over ZnO (100) surfaces.

Table 2. The calculated interaction energies (kcal/mol) obtained at the end of MD simulations.

Metal oxide surface (crystal plane)
Material

FeO (100) Fe2O3 (110) Fe3O4 (100) ZnO (100)

methacrylic acid -16.67 -108.69 -75.34 -16.66

melamine -24.18 -187.87 -115.04 -32.18

trimethoxysilane -33.85 -220.86 -161.77 -44.56

3.8. QM computation results

To get electronic-level detail in regards to the interfacial interactions and active sites of 

methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane affecting their adhesion behavior over the 

metal oxide substrates, the QM computations were carried out. From an electronic-level 

perspective, it is well-established that the interfacial adhesion of adsorbate molecule occurs via 

electronic donor-acceptor interactions [28, 31, 52-56]. In this adhesion mechanism, the active 

electron-rich groups of adhering molecule give their electrons in order to form the empty orbitals 

of metal cations. The ability of electron-rich sites to donate electrons to unfilled orbitals of 

surface atoms relies on their HOMO. On the other hand, the capacity of reactive centers of an 



adsorbing molecule to accept electrons from the filled orbitals of surface metal atoms is 

dependent upon their LUMO distribution. Figure 18 illustrates the constructed images for 

optimized geometries as well as frontier orbitals (i.e., HOMO and LUMO) of methacrylic acid, 

melamine and trimethoxysilane extracted from the DFT/B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. In 

case of methacrylic acid it is noted that the HOMO located on the carbonyl oxygen atom of 

carboxylic acid group and the carbon-carbon double bound, while its LUMO mostly distributed 

over the carbon atoms. As a consequence, the methacrylic acid could interact with oxidized 

surfaces through its electron-rich sites of carbonyl oxygen along with the C=C double bound. As 

shown, in the optimized melamine hardener the HOMO emerged on the whole aromatic ring as 

well as amine nitrogen atoms, and thus could involve in a donor-acceptor interaction with 

metallic surfaces via providing the delocalized π electrons of aromatic heterocycle and lone-pair 

electrons of amine N atoms to unoccupied orbitals of surface metal atoms. The carbon and 

nitrogen atoms of melamine also behaved as LUMO regions, an observation proposing their 

electron accepting tendency. Similarly, in case of optimized trimethoxysilane geometry it is 

noted that the HOMO almost appeared over the nitrogen atoms, implying electron sharing of 

trimethoxysilane though its nitrogen heteroatoms. On the other hand, the trimethoxysilane 

LUMO distributed on the silicon site and slightly on the methoxy oxygen atoms. Accordingly, 

the silicon atom of the trimethoxysilane could act as a main active site for accepting the electrons 

of occupied orbitals of surface Fe or Zn atoms. 

To further examine the ability of methacrylic acid, melamine and trimethoxysilane in interfacial 

electrostatic and donor-acceptor interactions with oxidized substrates, the partial atomic charges 

distributed on the heteroatoms of these adsorbing molecules were computed and the results have 

been provided in Figure 19. It is apparent that the oxygen and nitrogen heteroatoms possessed 



large negative charges. As a result, these active sites could have strong electrostatic interactions 

with surface metal cations and also share their electrons with unoccupied orbitals of surface 

atoms. 
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Figure 19. The optimized geometry, HOMO and LUMO of methacrylic acid, melamine and 
trimethoxysilane; Partial atomic charges of oxygen and nitrogen atoms in optimized geometries.
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4. Conclusion

The nano zinc oxide particles were synthesized and modified by silane coupling agent. The 

results of TGA and FTIR prove the successful surface treatment of nZnO by silane. Acrylic/ 

treated ZnO nanocomposites were prepared and coated on carbon steel substrate. EIS results 

showed that presence of silane modified nano zinc oxide in acrylic coatings up to 1% wt. 

increased the protective performance of coatings. It can be due to the quality of dispersion of 

modified nZnO in acrylic matrix, as indicated by FE-SEM and EDX images. Moreover, the 

results of contact angle measurements displayed the highest hydrophillicity for nanocomposite 

containing 1% wt. of modified nano zinc oxide. Also, photocatalytic study showed that the 

contact angle of NCZn1 samples reduced by the irradiation time, which means that the coating 

surface has self-cleaning properties. 
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